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1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Parkinson\'s disease (PD) is a chronic progressive neurodegenerative disease. It is more common in middle-aged and elderly people. In 2015, the number of PD patients in the world was estimated to be 6.2 million ([@bib0033]). The prevalence in China is 1.7% among people over 65 years old ([@bib0037]). The disease develops over many years and in the end has a high disability rate. At present, there is still a paucity of clinically validated biomarkers for the diagnosis of PD and its accurate diagnosis depends on the ability of the clinician to identify its characteristic signs and related symptoms. Practically, PD is heterogeneous in terms of its motor symptoms, non-motor symptoms, and progression of the disease with underlying different neuropathologic changes ([@bib0032]). The clinical heterogeneity of PD further increases the difficulty of differential diagnosis between idiopathic Parkinson\'s disease (IPD), atypical parkinsonian syndromes (APs) and other related disorders (for example, essential tremor (ET)) prompting people to try and find objective biological markers that can reflect the pathophysiological changes of the disease to assist in early diagnosis of IPD and predict disease prognosis.

It is well known that there is a loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc). There are clusters (called nigrosomes) of high concentrations of neuromelanin (NM) distributed non-uniformly throughout the SNpc ([@bib0003]). The nigrosome 1 (N1) appears to be the largest and is located in the dorsal medial aspect of the tail (caudal most part) of the SNpc. NM is composed of melanin, metal ions, lipids and proteins. Melanin binds to a large number of metal ions, providing neuroprotective effects against metal toxicity ([@bib0034]; [@bib0038]) of which iron ions are the most abundant ([@bib0035], [@bib0036]). The NM released from degenerating neurons to the outside of the cell attracts activated microglia and triggers a chronic inflammatory response in the SNpc. Histological studies have shown that NM-rich dopaminergic neuronal cell degeneration occurs in the tail and lateral part of the SNpc in the N1 territory first, and then the lateral and head parts in N2, N4, N3 and N5 as the disease progresses ([@bib0004]). Imaging studies have also found that increased iron deposition occurs in the SNpc in PD patients ([@bib0017]). The disappearance of N1 in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is known to occur over time and is thought to be associated with an increase in iron deposition ([@bib0029]). This N1 sign is a potential imaging biomarker of pathophysiologic changes in PD patients.

However, the identification of the N1 sign is still rather subjective and depends on the scanning parameters and imaging sequences that are used ([@bib0002]). The N1 sign has been described as two hypointense tails with a hyperintense middle \[the so called \"swallowtail sign (STS)\"\] on T2\* weighted imaging (T2\*WI) or susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) data ([@bib0028]). Other papers have recognized it as an ovoid sign ([@bib0002]) or dorsal-nigral hyperintensity (DNH) sign ([@bib0026]) in either magnitude or SWI data because in high resolution images the two tails are connected posteriorly.

Recently, quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) has been used to study iron content of the deep gray matter and, particularly, in PD studies of the SN ([@bib0009], [@bib0010]). QSM is believed to be more sensitive than R2\* (1/T2\*), which has been until recently the prevailing method for assessing iron in PD ([@bib0006]; [@bib0010]; [@bib0015]). However, most studies focused on the average change in iron deposition content over the whole SN; but little is known about its distribution in the SN or SNpc. Some recent work has noted that the abnormal deposition of iron in PD patients is not evenly distributed throughout the SN structure ([@bib0027]). Since T2\*WI and SWI data have little signal change for small amounts of iron and short echo times, they can fail to show the N1 sign. One group ([@bib0023]) used QSM and a modified form of SWI referred to as true SWI (tSWI) ([@bib0020]) or susceptibility map-weighted imaging (SMWI) to enhance the contrast of iron containing regions.

Another recent paper used the proportion of voxels with susceptibility less than 70 ppb as a marker of the N1 sign to distinguish PD patients (*n* = 38) from healthy controls (HCs (*n* = 25)). They found that a proportion threshold of 1.9% yielded 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity, which was not only better than the mean susceptibility value, but also visual assessment based on SMWI ([@bib0013]). However, a study in 2017 ([@bib0027]) showed that for the 7T SWI data of 13 HCs, there was poor agreement between raters in finding the N1 sign. For the three raters who participated in the study, the positive predictive values were 100%, 45%, and 83% while the accuracy was 100%, 77%, and 96%, respectively. They noted that even in HCs, the N1 sign showed significant individual differences, which might also affected by the adjacent other nigrosomes including N3 and N4, again highlighting the need to better characterize the N1 sign from slice to slice.

A few other weaknesses of previous works identifying the N1 sign include ([@bib0021]; [@bib0024]): the small number of cases collected, the long data acquisition times, the lack of a standardized interpretation of the N1 sign, and the lack of an optimized choice of resolution and echo time. Consistent recognition of the N1 sign among raters has been difficult due to individual differences in the shape of the N1 territory and to the choice of imaging parameters such as: scanning plane, resolution, signal-to-noise (SNR) and echo time ([@bib0013]; [@bib0027]). Two critical elements needed to adopt the use of the N1 sign is a characterization of the appearance of N1 and a set of rules by which to draw conclusions for the presence or absence or partial presence of any nigrosome sign. The current lack of a full 3D characterization of the N1 and rules to identify it leads to an inconsistent interpretation of the data. Therefore, there is a clear need for reproducible and standardized MR protocols as well as a systematic evaluation of the N1 visibility.

In this work, we chose: first, to determine the optimal resolution, echo time and flip angle for the 3D recalled gradient echo (GRE) imaging sequence; second, to create a slice by slice characterization of the appearance of N1 from a set of HCs; third, to differentiate PD patients from HCs; and fourth, to determine if the loss of the N1 sign in PD patients is associated with an increase in local iron content in the SN.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0002}
========================

2.1. Subjects {#sec0003}
-------------

This study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board and all subjects signed a consent form. Eighty (80) patients including IPD, APs and ET were recruited and diagnosed by two of the authors (SC, PH, 30 years and 7 years of experience in movement disorders diagnosis, respectively) in consensus during the period from May 2018 to November 2018. All the PD patients were assessed using the severity of motor symptoms based on the Hoehn & Yahr stage ([@bib0011]) and UPDRS-III by another one of the authors (PH). The diagnosis of IPD was based on the Movement Disorder Society (MDS) PD criteria ([@bib0025]). The diagnosis of APs including multisystem atrophy (MSA) and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) was based on the American Academy of Neurology and American Autonomic Society ([@bib0007]) and the NINDS-PSP criteria ([@bib0018]), respectively. The diagnosis of ET was based on the MDS on Tremor consensus ([@bib0005]). The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) dementia: Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score \< 24; (2) a history of cerebrovascular disease (e.g., infarction, hemorrhage), brain tumor, head trauma or any other type of psychiatric disorders; (3) a history of medication known to cause parkinsonism or affect clinical assessment; (4) contraindications to an MRI examination. and (5) younger than 40 years. One hundred and seventy (170) age-matched HCs were recruited from our Institutional Review Board according to the following inclusion criteria: (1) older than 40 years, without family history of movement disorders; (2) without any neurological or psychiatric disorders; and (3) a MMSE score of at least 24. Of the 170 HCs, there were 10 HCs for optimization of scan parameters, 80 HCs for assessment and characterization of the N1 sign, and another 80 HCs for testing the use of the N1 sign in PD diagnosis.

2.2. MR scanning {#sec0004}
----------------

All imaging took place on two Philips 3T scanners (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with the same 15-channel head coil. The first 4 HCs were scanned to evaluate the effects of flip angle (FA) change. The next 6 HCs were scanned to determine optimal resolution and echo time using a 3D gradient echo sequence to delineate the N1 territory. The next 240 subjects were all scanned identically with the final protocol. The first set of age matched 80 HCs scanned was used to characterize the N1 sign and train the readers. The following 80 Parkinsonism and related disorders patients and the second set of age matched 80 HCs were used in a blinded analysis of the N1 territory. All imaging scans were acquired along the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) line.

2.3. Scan parameters for preliminary assessment of the N1 Sign in 10 HCs with varying flip angle, echo time and resolution: {#sec0005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the first 4 HCs, a resolution of 0.67 mm × 0.67 mm × 1 mm was used with two FAs of 6° and 9°. These two values were chosen for the following reasons: first, 6° provides a spin density weighted image of gray matter, white matter and blood and will have no pulsatile artifacts. Second, a flip angle of 9° was chosen from the lesser of the Ernst angles values of 13.4°, 10.2° and 9° for white matter (T1 = 950 ms), gray matter (T1 = 1650 ms) and blood (T1 = 2000 ms) to minimize pulsatile artifacts but maximize signal-to-noise. Then, 6 HCs were evaluated as follows to choose the best image quality via resolution and SNR considerations: a) *resolution:* 0.67 mm × 0.67 mm × 1.34 mm, 0.67 mm × 0.67 mm × 1 mm and 0.67 mm × 0.67 mm × 0.67 mm all with a bandwidth (BW)  = 144.7 Hz/pixel, and b) *echo time:* two echoes with TE1 = 11 ms and TE2 = 20 ms, an FA of 9° and a TR of 26 ms. All scans used the same FOV  = 256 mm x 192 mm, an in-plane resolution of 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm and a parallel imaging factor of 2.4 to provide for rapid scanning, 5 min, 48 s.

2.4. Preliminary assessment to characterize the N1 sign {#sec0006}
-------------------------------------------------------

In order to assess the best SNR, regions-of-interest (ROIs) were drawn in the most uniform part of the white matter in the cranial aspects of the brain on the first echo magnitude data. These ROIs were drawn in the same area for each image set using SPIN software (SpinTech, Inc, Bingham Farms, MI, USA). Mean and standard deviation for each ROI was recorded and compared for each resolution and FA. The seven-echo data magnitude and QSM data were assessed visually for image quality.

2.5. Final imaging protocol {#sec0007}
---------------------------

In addition to the standard clinical sequences, the final high resolution GRE scan was run with the following imaging parameters: a flip angle of 9°, a resolution of 0.67  mm × 0.67 mm × 1.34 mm, a BW of 217 Hz/pixel and two echoes of 11 ms and 20 ms. This offers high resolution T2\*WI, SWI, QSM and tSWI data ([@bib0020]) with good brain coverage and good SNR in a reasonable period of time (5 min and 48 s).

2.6. Image post-processing for the GRE data {#sec0008}
-------------------------------------------

The phase from each echo was processed using iterative susceptibility weighted imaging and mapping (iSWIM) as the QSM reconstruction algorithm ([@bib0031]). This thresholded k-space technique was implemented using SPIN software (SpinTech, Inc., Bingham Farms, MI, USA). QSM data was created for both echoes.

To review the N1 territory, four types of images were generated: the original T2\*WI magnitude images, SWI data, QSM data (for both echoes) and tSWI. The tSWI data was created using a mask from the QSM data to enhance the contrast in the original magnitude data ([@bib0020]). The reason for using tSWI is that it does not have the orientation dependence inherent in the phase data which negatively affects the SWI data. To compare the images with different slice thickness (TH), minimum intensity projections (mIP) were used to create images over roughly the same TH when viable. For this evaluation, the structure of the SN was reviewed from the most caudal to most cranial portions abutting the sub-thalamic nucleus. More specifically, the visibility of the N1 sign was reviewed in the most caudal 5 slices covering roughly 7 mm from the lower part of the SN up to the lower/middle part of the red nucleus.

2.7. Characterizing the N1 sign throughout the SN {#sec0009}
-------------------------------------------------

All data were reviewed by four of the authors (EMH, 35 years of experience in MR imaging; ZC, 10 years of experience in diagnostic imaging; NH, 7 years of experience in diagnostic imaging, YL 3 years of experience in MR imaging) in assessing the N1 sign. Raters started their training to recognize the N1 territory by evaluating the 6 high resolution data sets and used these to draw a series of shapes for the SN based on the 0.67 mm, 1 mm and 1.34 mm thick slice data sets. Then, 80 HC cases were chosen randomly by one of the 4 raters to be age matched to the 80 Parkinsonism and related disorders cases. The renditions of the N1 sign were then fine-tuned as the raters went through the 80 age matched HCs. During this review, the characterization of the N1 appearance was refined in preparation for a blinded evaluation of the next 80 HC and 80 Parkinsonism and related disorders cases. One of the original four raters prepared the data independently for randomized viewing and the other three raters (ZC, NH and YL) then went through the 4 to 5 most caudal slices of the SN and marked which type of feature was seen. In this group, only the tSWI data were reviewed unless there was an ambiguity that required the original magnitude, SWI or mIP SWI data. In those cases, all relevant images were reviewed. Raters were blinded as to whether the subject was Parkinsonism and related disorders or HC during this evaluation.

2.8. *Evaluating the presence or absence of the N1 sign in HCs and* Parkinsonism and related disorders patients {#sec0010}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first four to five caudal slices containing the SN were used to recognize the presence or absence of the N1 sign for all subjects. Bilateral loss of the N1 sign (BLN1) and unilateral loss of the N1 sign (ULN1) were defined as total loss of N1 in any of these first 5 slices bilaterally and unilaterally, respectively. The bilateral N1 sign (BN1) was defined as the bilateral presence of N1 in at least one slice. All Parkinsonism and related disorders patients were classified into three subgroups according to the N1 sign being BLN1, ULN1 or BN1. The global and local high iron content region (RII) ([@bib0019]) (pixel values above the 95% of the total susceptibility mean) susceptibilities of the SN were calculated using SPIN software (SpinTech, Inc., Bingham Farms, MI, USA) based on manually-drawn (by two of the authors and reviewed and corrected by a third senior author if necessary) deep gray matter structures on iSWIM (QSM) images with TE = 11 ms.

2.9. Statistical analysis {#sec0011}
-------------------------

The inter-rater agreement was tested by Cronbach α statistics and the *p* \< 0.05 was considered to be consistent statistically. The diagnostic test of loss of N1 sign between HCs and Parkinsonism and related disorders groups was carried out by a 2-sided Chi-square test or Chi-square test with Yates' correction (wherever there was a frequency under 5 in the square). The mean global and RII susceptibility comparisons between HCs and the Parkinsonism and related disorders subgroups were tested using a 2-tailed independent sample *t-*test. A *p* \< 0.05 was set as statistical significance for all the tests. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version 25.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results {#sec0012}
==========

All 80 Parkinsonism and related disorders cases (IPD: 57; APs: 14; ET: 9; age: 63.8 ± 8.6 years; 43 males and 37 females) and 166/170 HCs (age: 63.6 ± 6.1 years; 62 males and 104 females) were finally enrolled for further analysis. Four HCs were excluded due to severe motion artifacts.

3.1. Results for preliminary analysis of 10 HC cases {#sec0013}
----------------------------------------------------

Of the four cases evaluated for different FAs, the measured SNR was 26.5:1 ± 6.5 for 6° and 48.0 ± 12.6 for 9°. This gives a ratio of 1.8 ± 0.33 which is in line with the expected maximum increase in SNR of 1.5 (since for low FAs the signal behaves almost linearly with FA). In all subsequent scans, a 9° FA was used. Of the six cases evaluated for TH variation, the 1.34 mm thick slice provides the best SNR and largest coverage while still allowing for visualization of the N1 sign ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). Basically, the SNR behavior relative to these GRE data acquisitions follows theoretical expectations.Fig. 1A comparison of N1 manifestation (yellow arrows) from three different scans with THs: A) 0.67 mm, B) 1 mm and C) 1.34 mm. The in-plane resolution is 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm for each acquisition, the number of slices is 96 and the total acquisition time is the same for each scan.Fig 1

Echo times on the order of 20 ms often showed the N1 sign when there was high iron in the SN, but roughly one-third of the time the magnitude images could not visualize the N1 sign. Much longer echo times showed larger blooming artifacts from the anterior high iron content in the SN as well as severe aliasing in this region from the air/tissue field inhomogeneities making the data less reliable. Also, as echo times increased, there was a degradation of image quality around the midbrain caused by the dephasing effects from the air/tissue frontal sinus interfaces and local susceptibility effects from the veins and the circle of Willis. The reviewers rated the 20 ms echo time as the best for visualization of the N1 sign with the least artifacts. (When these effects were severe enough to cause loss of signal in the midbrain area, the tSWI data from the TE = 11 ms was used in reviewing the data.) [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of the ability to view the N1 sign with the different imaging types of magnitude, QSM and tSWI data with a TH of 0.67 mm, 1 mm and 1.34 mm and a TE of 20 ms. The use of mIP images is also shown to help visualize the N1 sign.Fig. 2All of the images above have a resolution of 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm in plane and a TH of 1.34 mm unless otherwise noted. Here, mIPn means a minimum intensity over n adjacent slices. First row: A) QSM; B) tSWI mIP3; C) tSWI mIP3, adjacent slice; and D) T2\*WI. Second row, E) tSWI, TH = 0.67 mm, mIP4; F) tSWI, TH = 1 mm, mIP3; G) tSWI, TH = 1 mm, mIP3, adjacent slice; and H) tSWI, TH = 1.34 mm, mIP2. Third row: I) tSWI; J) tSWI with TH = 0.67 mIP2; K) magnitude with TH = 1 mm mIP2; and L) a repeat of the image in I) for visualization purposes.Fig 2

When the in-plane resolution and number of slices remains invariant, the different THs used are expected to have an SNR that is reduced according to the ratio of TH/THo where TH is the thickness of a given sequence and THo is the thickness of the reference scan. Therefore, we expect the 1 mm thick slice data to have an SNR of 3/4 of the 1.34 m data and the 0.67 mm thick slice data to have an SNR of 1/2 of the 1.34 mm data. The actual SNR is hard to measure directly from the image because of the spatial variation due to structural variability. The best two places found were the vitreous humor in the eye when there was no motion of the eye (3 cases) and in the muscle just below the eye at the edge of the brain (3 cases). The means/standard deviations of the SNR over the 6 cases for the 1.34 mm, 1 mm and 0.67 mm thick slices were 46.5 ± 3.0:1, 29.7 ± 2.4:1 and 21.7 ± 3.4:1, respectively, the latter two being in line with expectations.

In about one third of the cases, there was no evidence in the original T2\*WI of any N1 sign even for an echo time of 20 ms. The issue, however, is not SNR or variability of the signal but rather CNR. In these cases, the susceptibility of the iron around the N1 region could be as low as 50 ppb, which was not enough to change T2\* to visualize the N1 sign in the SN because there was little loss in signal in the T2\*WI data. However, it was enough to be seen in the QSM data even though the CNR was not much more than 3:1. When the CNR was 5:1 or greater, then the N1 sign was easily visualized. The latter comments are equally true for both the QSM data and the tSWI data.

3.2. *Results for the preliminary study of 76/80 HC training cases* {#sec0014}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Rater reliability and normal N1 sign variants {#sec0015}

There was good consistency in reviewing the N1 sign among the 3 raters both in PD cases (left/right N1: Cronbach\'s α = 0.82/0.82; both *p*\<0.05) and HCs (left/right N1: Cronbach\'s α = 0.73/0.83; both *p*\<0.05). After reviewing the initial 76 HC cases, it was observed that the N1 sign manifested as different shapes from caudal to cranial slices. These N1 sign characteristics included: one tail (leg or projection, [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}A, B), STS ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}C, D), incomplete loop ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}E), complete loop ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}F, G, H) and a cluster arrangement ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}I, J). All these are potentially representative of a normal N1 sign. [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} shows the number of unique HCs where N1 manifested as STS, loop, or a combination of both, for each side. We found that 74/76 and 73/76 cases showed the N1 as either a loop or STS sign in the right and left SN, respectively (see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} for cases with bilateral loop sign, bilateral STS, and loop + STS). These results show that not only is the loop sign more likely to be seen compared to the STS, but that it\'s seen over more slices compared to the STS.Fig. 3Cartoon illustration of the nigrosome 1 variants. A-D in the first row show the swallowtail sign variants due to the scanning plane or individual iron content in the normal nigrosome 1; E-H in the second row show the loop or ovoid sign variants; and I-J in the third row show the nigrosome 1 as a cluster or strip sign.Fig 3Table 1Number of people showing the nigrosome 1 (N1) sign as a function of slice number. Here, ∑ = cumulative number of N1 signs in consecutive slices (1--5; from caudal to cranial); HC = healthy control; STS = swallowtail sign; *R* = right side; *L* = left side; STS+Loop = either STS or loop sign served as the N1 sign; STS_bi =  bilateral STS; Loop_bi = bilateral loop sign; STS-Loop = STS on one side and loop on the other side as marker of the N1 sign.Table 1Slice N1\\sign (number)12345$\sum\text{HC} - \text{STS}$414435659R38273333L16162326$\sum\text{HC} - \text{Loop}$2984118136140R2149617072L835576668$\sum\text{HC} - \text{STS} + \text{Loop}$3393133146147R2453717474L940627273$\left. \sum\text{HC} - \text{STS} \right.\_\text{bi}$0071112$\left. \sum\text{HC} - \text{Loop} \right.\_\text{bi}$523425152$\sum\text{HC} - \text{STS} - \text{Loop}$17172025Table 2Occurrence of loop sign versus swallowtail sign (STS) as a function of slice number for the training set of 76 cases. Loop~bi~ = bilateral loop sign; STS~bi~ =  bilateral swallowtail sign; Loop+STS = loop sign on one side and STS on the other side. Usually the N1 sign appears in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th slices but much of this depends on the partial volume effect whether it is seen on the 1st or 5th slice as well.Table 2Slice\\N1sign (number)12345Loop~bi~52228256STS~bi~00741Loop+STS171135sum629463212

### 3.2.2. Several special features of the N1 sign {#sec0016}

1\) The signal from the N1 region appears bright inside the loop or STS but this is sometimes an optical illusion as the signal inside is, in fact, often the same as the surrounding signal outside the SN. However, on occasion, the signal inside was actually brighter than the surrounding hyperintense tissue. 2) When there was just one tail visible on a given slice, a minimum intensity projection (mIP) over two adjacent slices was found to reveal N1 more clearly than the individual images ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). This is because individual tails were seen on the thin slices used. However, usually an adjacent slice shows the loop sign. There were only two cases where no loop sign was present and the two single tail signs showed in adjacent slices. 3) When viewing mIPs of the SN in the middle slices, N1 shows more often as a loop rather than the STS in which the bright N1 is surrounded by dark signal from the rest of the SN structure. 4) Only two cases showed the STS in the original magnitude images where it had not been seen previously in the tSWI data but these two also had loop signs in adjacent slices, so this feature did not change the sensitivity or specificity of the review. 5) The appearance of the STS can occur in the original magnitude image even when the iron content in the QSM images does not show the same effect (two cases seen in the PD data). This "fake" STS can be caused by T2\* dephasing at the edge of the high iron content in the SN ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}). And 6) the 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm x 1.34 mm data can be interpolated to 0.67 mm isotropic to create reasonably good 3D reformatted images ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). In this multi-planar reformatted view, the caudal portion of the SN can be seen to be almost in-plane to the pseudo transverse acquisition (the data were collected along the AC-PC line) and so the loop sign shows very well in this case. This is not always the case, however, and depends on the shape of the SN for each individual.Fig. 4High iron content can lead to T2\* dephasing at the edge of the SN. Magnitude images show the "putative STS" (A, yellow arrow) and the "loop" sign (C, yellow arrow) while tSWI images show the SN without any indication of a STS (B, D), edges of the SN shown with the yellow arrow). This fake STS is an artifact of T2\* dephasing at the edge of an object with high iron content. These 2 different IPD cases (A and B; C and D) have the same standard imaging parameters.Fig 4Fig. 53D reformatting of 1.34 mm data after interpolation into 0.67 mm isotropic data. Image (A), an example slice showing the N1 sign (yellow arrows) in the original data collected in the transverse plane; image (B), a reformatted coronal image showing the SN (white arrows); image (C) a reformatted sagittal image showing the SN and N1 sign; and image (D) a reformatted coronal image showing the N1 sign.Fig 5

3.3. *Results of evaluating the N1 sign for the blinded study of 80 HCs and 80* Parkinsonism and related disorders *patients* {#sec0017}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the second set of 80 HCs used in this blinded study, 97% (78/80) showed either a clear loop or STS in at least 2 slices, including 5 unilaterally and 73 bilaterally. The other 2 HCs showed total loss of N1 sign, bilaterally. There were 69 HCs that showed a bilateral loop sign (86%), 4 HCs (5%) showed a unilateral loop sign along with unilateral STS and 5 showed a unilateral loop sign. For the PD and APs data, 54% (38/71) (32 IPD and 6 APs) did not show either a loop or STS-like N1 sign bilaterally, 25%%(18/71) (12 IPD and 6 APs) showed either a loop (11 IPD and 5 APs) or STS (1 IPD and 1 APs) unilaterally, and the remaining 21% (15/71) (13 IPD and 2 APs) showed bilateral loop signs (11 IPD and 2 APs) or a unilateral loop sign along with a unilateral STS sign (2 IPD) (see [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). The sensitivity and specificity of loss of N1 sign (BLN1 and ULN1) using tSWI in differentiating HC from IPD/APs was 85%/86% and 91%/86%, respectively, and the overall sensitivity and specificity in differentiating HC from IPD and APs was 91% and 79%, respectively. The 9 ET cases contained the normal loop sign or STS on at least 1 slice bilaterally. An example set of slices covering the entire SN and STN are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} for a HC and in [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} for an IPD patient. For image viewing to assess the presence or absence of the N1 sign, QSM and tSWI data were used from the second echo in 59 cases and from the first echo in 23 cases (due to some aspects of the SN being lost due to large local field effects by the surrounding air/tissue and teeth interfaces).Table 3Analysis of the 80 HC and 80 Parkinsonism and related disorders cases for the SN loop and STS. Here, 78 HC cases showed clear loop/STS bilaterally. All 9 ET cases showed a normal loop/STS. For the IPD/APs/ET data, 38 showed bilateral loss of loop/STS sign, 18 with unilateral loss of loop/STS sign and the other 15 appeared normal with either the loop or STS sign, bilaterally. ET = essential tremor (ET); APs = atypical Parkinsonian syndromes (e.g. multiple system atrophy, progressive supranuclear palsy); IPD = idiopathic Parkinson\'s disease; HC = healthy control.Table 3Cohort\\ groupsETAPsIPDHCbilateral loss of N106321unilateral loss of N106121bilateral N1921378sum9145780Fig. 6Consecutive slices through the SN and STN for a healthy control (70 years old male). Notice of the normal N1 variants on tSWI: incomplete loop sign (slice 1-yellow arrow, type E in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}), complete loop sign (slice 2--3-yellow arrow, type F in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}).Fig 6Fig. 7Consecutive slices going from inferior to superior levels through the SN and STN for an idiopathic Parkinson\'s Disease patient (78 years old male, involuntary tremulous motion of bilateral upper limbs for 4 years, MMSE = 29, UPDRS-III = 32, H&*Y* = 2). Notice the bilateral loss of the N1 sign on tSWI.Fig 7Fig. 8Mean measures for both the global (A) and RII (B) iron analysis along with the N1 loss for all groups. The IPD/APs with bilateral loss of the N1 sign (BLN1) and APs with unilateral loss of N1 (ULN1) showed significantly higher mean iron content than the HCs (\* *p* \<0.05; \*\**p*\<0.001). The number of cases and percentage of N1 loss in each sub-group is listed under the corresponding bar, respectively; IPD = idiopathic Parkinson\'s Disease; APs = atypical Parkinsonian syndromes; ET = essential tremor; BLN1 = bilateral loss of N1; ULN1 = unilateral loss of N1; and BN1 = bilateral presence of N1.Fig 8

3.4. Susceptibility quantification in SN {#sec0018}
----------------------------------------

There were 80 HC, 57 IPD, 14 APs and 9 ET cases included in the iron analysis. All iron analysis presented herein was done with the QSM data from the first echo. (When comparing whole region susceptibility for TE 11 vs TE 20, the R-squared for the linear fit for all midbrain and basal ganglia structures was 0.87 and 0.86 for the right and left side of the brain, respectively.) Both the mean global and RII susceptibility of the right and left side of the SN in IPD (BLN1), APs (BLN1) and APs (ULN1) were higher than those of HC (BN1). While the mean values in IPD (ULN1), IPD (BN1) and ET (BN1) did not differ significantly from those in HC (BN1) (see [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} for the statistical analysis results).Table 4Statistical analysis of global and RII susceptibility of SN between HC, IPD, APs and ET. Numbers in bold indicates statistical difference. IPD = idiopathic Parkinson\'s Disease; APs = atypical Parkinsonian syndromes; ET = essential tremor; BLN1 = bilateral loss of N1; ULN1 = unilateral loss of N1; and BN1 = bilateral presence of N1.Table 4subgroupsmean susceptibility of SN (ppb, mean ± sd)globalRIIrightleftrightleftHC145±25157±25207±16214±15IPD (BLN1)170±39186±40227±31237±29IPD (ULN1)149±11164±17204±12213±14IPD (BN1)147±25160±25206±16217±13APs (BLN1)226±25228±11278±27271±10APs (ULN1)179±11199±20228±9237±17APs (BN1)158±53185±82220±35244±43ET (BN1)149±32160±34214±21218±22*p*HC vs. IPD (BLN1)**0.0020.0010.002\<0.001**HC vs. IPD (ULN1)0.3800.4230.5350.822HC vs. IPD (BN1)0.8120.7150.9050.560HC vs. APs (BLN1)**\<0.001\<0.001\<0.001\<0.001**HC vs. APs (ULN1)**0.001\<0.0010.0030.001**HC vs. APs (BN1)0.4820.7130.2790.508HC vs. ET (BN1)0.6780.8190.2350.492

4. Discussion {#sec0019}
=============

The key findings in this paper relate to creating a robust high quality, rapid imaging protocol for clinical use in detecting the loss of the N1 sign in PD patients, characterizing the shape of the N1 in the SN, and comparing iron content with the presence or absence of the N1 sign as a biomarker to distinguish PD from HC. Specifically, sufficient in-plane resolution, TH and SNR are required to best image the SN. In this work, we found that a resolution of 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm x 1.34 mm met these criteria providing a practical means to image most of the brain from below the level of the dentate nucleus to the top of the brain. The choice of 9° for the flip angle kept the signal high and at the same time minimized ghosting artifacts from pulsatile flow from the arteries. From the 80 HC and 80 Parkinsonism and related disorders cases blindly reviewed, we found that a high prevalence of HCs (97.5%, 78/80) and ET (100%, 9/9) showed the N1 sign, whereas only 15 out of 71 IPD/APs showed the N1 sign. Those IPD/APs patients with bilateral loss of the N1 sign showed the highest iron content in the SN relative to all other groups.

4.1. Evaluating the N1 sign {#sec0020}
---------------------------

Since the amount of iron in the SN varies in each individual, the original magnitude images did not always reveal a clear delineation of the SN or the N1 sign. The use of QSM overcame this difficulty providing a clear delineation of the iron in the SN. However, to visualize the N1 more clearly, and keep information from the background tissue, we also used tSWI as a means to review the data. Since the air/tissue interface from the nasal region can severely affect the quality of the QSM data in this region, when necessary, we used the TE 11 ms data to create the susceptibility maps. The resulting susceptibility is independent of echo time (although the SNR of the susceptibility maps does depend on echo time).

The N1 territory can appear in many shapes depending on the orientation of the imaging plane. These shapes are outlined in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} manifesting as either a complete or incomplete loop, an STS with short or long legs, and even a cluster or a strip. The cluster and strip sign were noticed in the most inferior 2 slices of 16/76 HCs, which might due to the individual difference of N1 or mingling with other nigrosomes such as N3 and N4, especially the cluster sign. However, it should be noted that with high resolution, the N1 sign appears mostly as a loop and on occasion as an STS. Sometimes, the N1 sign could still be considered as present even if there is just a single tail medially at the caudal edge of the SN with an adjacent slice showing a single leg on the lateral side. Taking the mIP of over several slices will still show the N1 sign ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}E-H). So, one has to consider that the tissue adjacent to these two legs is also part of the N1. It should be noted that taking the mIP over two slices is not the same as having collected the data with a slice that is two times thicker than the original data. It keeps the information intact without partial volume effects inherent in thicker slices. In most other cases, the N1 sign shows in the second, third and fourth slices (likely because the first slice often had only a tip of the SN in it and was significantly partial volumed). Generally, we recommend that the following four images should all be reviewed when making an assessment as to the presence or absence of the N1 sign: the original magnitude images, the SWI data, the QSM data and the tSWI data. On occasion, we found that the QSM data was blurred and it became difficult to assess the presence of the N1 sign. Also, we found in nearly one third of the cases with low iron in the N1 region little to no evidence of the SN could be seen in the magnitude images but could be seen easily using the QSM or tSWI data ([@bib0013]).

4.2. The role of tSWI in visualizing the N1 sign {#sec0021}
------------------------------------------------

The high SNR (46.5:1) in the magnitude image leads to a susceptibility error of between 10 and 15 ppb. Given a low iron content in the SN and a susceptibility of only 50 ppb (a CNR of roughly 3:1), it is difficult to distinguish the N1 sign. However, if there are say *N* = 25 pixels in the N1 territory, then the Rose criteria dictates that the effective visibility increases to CNR\*sqrt(N) = 15:1 and the general shape of the N1 sign can be seen clearly in the QSM data. When the iron content is low which is often the case for younger people the R2\* effect will be low and, therefore, the N1 sign may not be visible. The advantage of tSWI is that it marries both the magnitude and QSM data so that even if the N1 sign is not visible in the magnitude image it will be visible in the tSWI data thanks to the contrast in the QSM data. For older people, the susceptibility (putative iron content) is much higher (usually on the order 100 ppb) and it is easier to see the N1 sign on both the magnitude and QSM data as well as the tSWI data.

4.3. Previous work on the role of the presence of N1 in PD patients {#sec0022}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Several works have evaluated the N1 sign with high resolution at 7T ([@bib0002]; [@bib0008]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0016]; [@bib0027]). Blazejewska et al. ([@bib0002]) discuss the potential to visualize the N1 territory at 7T as a hyperintense, ovoid area (a loop) within the dorsolateral border of the otherwise hypointense SNpc. Only a small number of in vivo and postmortem HCs (8 and 2, respectively) and PD cases (10 and 1, respectively) were studied using T2\*-weighted 3D GRE. Of 10 PD patients, there was a bilateral absence of the N1 and for the 8 HCs, there was a bilateral presence in 7 cases ([@bib0002]). They suggest that the absence of the N1 sign in PD could be due to: neuronal cell loss, neuromelanin loss, an increase in iron content in N1, a change in iron oxidation or a combination of these effects. Whether or not an increase in iron content is simply a biomarker of neuromelanin depigmentation or a partial cause of the loss of neuromelanin remains unknown. Gramsch et al. ([@bib0008]) investigated 46 HC (19 to 75 y) using SWI at 7T. The overall specificity of N1 was quoted as 94% (43/46 could be classified as normal: N1 was clearly visible bilaterally or unilaterally). There was no correlation of N1 visibility with age. Kim et al. ([@bib0014]) showed a loss of N1 in 30 of 30 PD cases and the presence of the N1 sign in 26 of 26 HC in their 7T study. Alterations of the nigral hyperintensity, both partial and complete loss, were found on the unaffected side in patients with hemi-parkinsonism and were confirmed by ^123^I-FP-CIT-SPECT. In certain elderly subjects, nigral hypointensity appeared to be more prominent than in others, suggesting a possible confounding effect as the patient ages and iron naturally accumulates with age. This phenomenon may be consistent with the increase in the concentration of neuromelanin-iron complex with age in SN ([@bib0024]).

Still, the typical N1 sign is not always visible even in the HCs on ultra-high field SWI ([@bib0027]) in which study they collected oblique-axial images-perpendicular to the long axis of the midbrain with a resolution of 0.8 mm isotropic. The reason might be the individually variable microstructural organization of N1, just as a recent investigation reported that metal-bound, intra- and extracellular neuromelanin macromolecules might cause a hypointense signal of N1 in T2\*/SWI imaging, especially at high magnetic field strengths ([@bib0016]). Finally, another high field work using high resolution SWI at 7T showed the N1 sign in 9 healthy controls and all the veins associated with the midbrain region. They noted that in all 5 cadaver brains studied that the microvessels ran through the dorsal pars compacta and along the caudolateral circumference of the red nucleus. Many vessels also cut across the SN and the cerebral peduncle. On occasion, some of these vessels may have obscured the visualization of the N1 sign or caused a swallowtail mimic ([@bib0012]). Their resolution was 0.23 mm x 0.23 mm x 0.62 mm making it possible to see the small veins. In this paper, we used 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm x 1.34 mm which is roughly 36 times lower resolution. Therefore, these veins were not generally visible in our images and we saw no specific case indicative of a vein confounding the interpretation of the N1 sign.

A number of papers have investigated the different nigrosome territories. Although 9.4T cadaver brain work has shown the nigrosome structures very well ([@bib0022]), it has been noted that segmenting N1 to N5, especially, N2 to N5 in PD, can be challenging even at 7T ([@bib0029]). Isolating the various nigrosome components may be important too, although it has been shown that N1 is most prominently affected in the early stage of the disease followed by N2-N5 and then the iron-rich SN pars reticulata in later stages of the disease ([@bib0004]). One group ([@bib0023]) used a form of tSWI (referred to as SMWI). They did some ground-breaking work in this area using high resolution imaging (0.5 mm x 0.5 mm x 1 mm) to show the improved sensitivity with this method (in agreement with our findings). This same group ([@bib0030]) then used this approach to study 128 IPD patients (early stage: *n* = 89; late stage: *n* = 39) and 15 HCs. They showed that the loss of the hyperintensity was more often in N1 (65.2%) in early stage IPD (178 SNs) but in both N1 and N4 (34.8%) in late stage PD where the loss in only the N1 (25.6%) was less prevalent than that in both N1 and N4 (74.4%). Nevertheless, intact SNs (both N1 and N4) were found in 17 SNs of the early stage IPD (9.6%), while, it was not found in any SNs of the late stage IPDs. In addition, involvement of both N1 and N4 on both sides was found in 19.1% of the early stage IPDs, whereas it was higher (61.5%) in the late stage IPDs.

Generally, the sensitivity and specificity of using the N1 sign have been found to be above 80%. Bae et al. ([@bib0001]) investigated whether 3T SWI could accurately detect the alterations of N1 in PD, MSA and PSP, and using ^123^I-FP-CIT SPECT, they found that the sensitivity and specificity of SWI were 88.8% and 83.6%, respectively (126 PD, 11 MSA,11 PSP, 26 HCs, 36 disease controls). Sixteen cases with parkinsonism showed intact N1 bilaterally (false-negative), and this finding did not correlate with age or symptom duration. Eleven cases were false-positive, and there was no apparent explanation. In addition, the specificity was a little bit lower than that of previous reports, which the authors ascribed to the lower resolution used in their study (0.63 mm × 0.63 mm × 2 mm). In our study, the sensitivity and specificity of the N1 sign using tSWI in differentiating HC from IPD and PDS was 85%/86% and 91%/86%, respectively, which is similar to the results in these other papers. Two meta-analyses based on Pubmed papers from 2005 to 2017 found that using the N1 sign had a high sensitivity and specificity (94.6%/94.4% at 3T; 97.7%/94.6% at 3T+7T) in distinguishing PD from healthy controls ([@bib0021]; [@bib0024]), though it is unable to reliably separate PD from atypical Parkinsonism. Reduced NM-related signals and/or volume loss in NM containing structures have been found in PD patients. Pavese et al. ([@bib0024]) suggest that longitudinal changes of NM signal can be detected in PD, raising the possibility of using it as a marker of disease progression. Mahlknecht ([@bib0021]) notes that in two of these studies, the absence of dorsolateral nigral hyperintensity predicted ipsilateral dopamine-transporter deficiency with 87.5% sensitivity and 83.6% specificity.

4.4. The relationship between bilateral N1 loss and iron content {#sec0023}
----------------------------------------------------------------

One of our major findings is the increased iron content of the SN for patients with bilateral loss of N1. We found that there was a significant difference between patients with a bilateral loss of N1 and HCs of about 30 ppb. A recent paper also found significantly higher iron in the SN of PD patients compared to HC by roughly 25 ppb ([@bib0013]). In our work, susceptibilities for the whole SN of HC ranged from 130 to 170 ppb with an average around 150 ppb. This is much higher than the numbers quoted in their work which were closer to 100 ppb. The reason for the smaller increase may be because their QSM reconstruction method gave lower susceptibilities than our approach. From a percentage perspective, both groups found a difference of roughly 20% between PD patients and HC. The increase in iron content is likely due to the filling of the N1 territory with iron after it depigments. However, increases in other parts of the SN cannot be ruled out. Historically, there have been more than 30 years of publications suggesting that MRI can find higher levels of iron in some PD patients but not all of them. Our finding that the patients with bilateral loss of the N1 sign have the highest iron content helps to sub-characterize the patient groups. Most of the patients who have high iron content are from this group withbilaterlal loss of the N1 sign (18 out of 24 IPD and APs with iron content of more than 162 ppb). If these are used as an independent group, then this clearly explains why some PD patients show significant increases in iron content while others do not.

4.5. Limitations of this work {#sec0024}
-----------------------------

First, we set the longest echo time to be 20 ms so the magnitude image will have limited signal loss for low iron content (although this was ameliorated by using tSWI). Second, we did not measure the volume of the N1 specifically which could be used to predict potential increases in iron content after the neuromelanin in the N1 territory depigments. Third, each individual has a unique orientation of the SN and finding the N1 sign would be best done either along the long axis of the caudal part of the SN or perpendicular to it. The former would lead to an elongated loop and the latter to smaller cross-sectional circles. To do this perfectly would require two scans, one for each of the left and right SN. In this work, the resolution was high enough in-plane and through plane to view the different manifestations of the N1 sign despite these different orientations not being collected.

5. Conclusions {#sec0025}
==============

The nigrosome 1 territory (the N1 sign) can be consistently visualized with the following scanning parameters on SWI at 3T: acquisition along the AC-PC line, resolution of 0.67 mm x 0.67 mm x 1.34 mm, TE of 20 ms and FA of 9°. Interpreting the N1 sign can be difficult because it can take many forms but the high resolution data and a clear characterization of the N1 appearance helps to make that decision easier. We recommend using tSWI as the principal image to visualize the N1 sign followed by the original magnitude, SWI or mIP SWI image as supporting data. Further, the 4 to 5 caudal most slices of the SN should be reviewed to find the N1 sign. Most healthy controls show the N1 sign while many PD/APs patients do not. Those PD/APs patients with bilateral loss of the N1 sign showed the strongest increases in iron content.
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